# Classical Greece

## Name:

## Questions/Headings

## Vocabulary Words

## Topic: Classical Greece

| I. Classical Greece | Usually focus on the 5th century  
|                     | 2 great historians  
|                     | Hetodotus  
|                     | Thucyocides  
|                     | -Three great Dramatisis  
|                     | Sophocus  
|                     | Eutipius  
|                     | Aeschylus  
|                     | The brilliant philosopher Socictes  
|                     | Experiment with democracy  
| II. The Persion Invasion | Started the attack in 500 B.C  
|                     | The battle of Marathon  
|                     | The battle of Thermopyle  
|                     | The victory of Salmis  
|                     | Persians evicted from Greece  
|                     | 479 B.C The Athenian empire forms  
|                     | Athens takes over all of Greece  
|                     | -The people loved him  
|                     | Make the empire famous  
|                     | Saw Sparta as a threat  
|                     | Rebuilt Athens  
|                     | Created payment for canons  

## III. The age of Pericles

## IV. The Pelopannesion War

## V. Culture in the Classical Age

- Aeschylus play write